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Abstract: By using the proximity product index, recent studies have argued that regional 

diversification emerged as a path-dependent process, as regions often branch into industries that 

are related to preexisting industrial structure. It is also claimed that developed countries that start 

from the core, dense areas in the uneven industry space have more opportunities to jump to new 

related industries and therefore have more opportunities to sustain economic growth than do 

developing countries that jump from peripheral, deserted areas. In this paper, we differentiate 

two types of regional diversification—path-dependent and path-breaking—and ask questions 

from a different angle: can developing countries/regions jump further in the industry space to 

break path-dependent development trajectories and more importantly to catch up with developed 

ones? Based on China’s export data, this paper shows that regions can jump further by investing 

in extra-regional linkages and internal innovation. Not only do these two sets of factors promote 

regions’ jumping capability, but they also contribute to regions’ capability of maintaining a 

comparative advantage in technologically distant and less related industries. In addition, different 

extra-regional linkage and internal innovation factors have affected regional diversification to 

different extents, and these effects also vary across regions and industries. Empirically, this 

research seeks to find a more promising future for developing countries/regions. Theoretically, 

our research testifies some key findings of theoretical works in evolutionary economic 

geography by using a quantitative framework. In addition, this paper includes some economic 

and institutional factors that have been left out in previous studies. 
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1. Introduction  

 

It is argued that technological relatedness not only pushes forward the growth of existing 

industries through agglomeration externalities derived from related variety, but is also 

responsible for the formation of new growth paths (Neffke, Henning, and Boschma 2011). On 

the one hand, Frenken, Van Oort and Verburg (2007) and Boschma and Iammarino (2009) have 

divided Jacobs’s externalities into related and unrelated variety, and argued that Jacobs’s 

externalities does not necessarily result in knowledge spillover, instead, it only takes place 

effectively when complementarities and technological relatedness exist among industrial sectors 

in terms of shared competences. In the literature on relatedness in the context of spatial 

externalities and regional growth, it is increasingly acknowledged that related variety has the 

potential to provide more learning opportunities for local industries, generate more inter-sectoral 

knowledge spillovers, and finally facilitate regional economic development (Boschma and 

Iammarino 2009; Boschma, Minondo, and Navarro 2012, 2013; Frenken, Van Oort, and Verburg 

2007; Neffke, Henning, and Boschma 2011). On the other hand, in addition to driving growth of 

existing industries in the short term, relatedness also plays a key role in new path creation in the 

long term. Recent studies show that new growth paths do not emerge from scratch, but evolve 

out of preexisting regional industrial structures, because the set of competences and assets that 

region possesses determines what new paths and new industries this region is able to develop 

(Boschma, Minondo, and Navarro 2012; Hidalgo et al. 2007; Neffke, Henning, and Boschma 

2011). Here, the set of competences and assets consists of a broad range of productive inputs, 

including both tangible assets such as physical and human capital and intangible assets like 

institutions and norms. It reflects a region’s capabilities to develop new paths and new industries. 

If a region already has most of the capabilities that a certain new industry requires, it will be easy 

for this region to jump onto this new path. In contrast, if not, the barrier to develop this industry 

could be too high for this region to overcome (Boschma, Minondo, and Navarro 2013). In a 

word, regions tend to diversify into new industries that are related with preexisting regional 

industrial structure, and relatedness among industries affect the ways in which regions create 

new paths over time. 

 

 By emphasizing industrial relatedness, Hidalgo and Hausmann (2008) have directed our 

attention away from a one-dimensional, GDP-centered view of development where a region’s 

development is measured by its upward movement on a GDP ladder (or ramp) regardless of the 

products and services the region produces, towards a two-dimensional network view of 

development. In the “network” metaphor, regions are thought as monkeys jumping among trees 

(i.e., industries) in a big, heterogeneous forest (i.e., a two-dimensional, uneven industry 

space/network where different industries are related with each other to different extents). 

Monkeys can only jump onto trees within certain distance (i.e., relatedness between two 

industries). In other words, regions are more likely to “jump” (or diversify) into industries that 

are closely related to their existing industries. Development of regions is thus shaped by 

technological relatedness among industries. In addition, the monkey’s position in the forest also 

affects its jumping trajectories. It would be easier for monkeys in the dense areas to jump to 

neighboring trees than their counterparts in more deserted areas in the heterogeneous forest. 

Likewise, Hidalgo et al. (2007)  have argued that developed countries that start from the core, 

dense areas in the uneven industry space/network have more opportunities to jump to new related 

industries and therefore have more opportunities to sustain economic growth than do developing 
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countries that jump from peripheral, deserted areas. Boschma et al. (2013) and Neffke et al. 

(2011) further pointed out that this process of related diversification and path-dependent 

economic development is more phenomenal at the regional level.  

 

 Even though recent studies do not exclude the possibility that developing 

countries/regions can enter the core, dense areas in the uneven industry space/network, the future 

for them is not quite promising. In some extreme cases, developing countries/regions may only 

be able to wander around in the peripheral areas of the industry space, and have no capabilities to 

jump into the core areas (see (Hidalgo et al. 2007) for an example where the divergence between 

developing countries and developed countries persists forever and it is impossible for developing 

countries such as Chile to catch up with developed ones no matter how much time the former 

have). Overall, the development prospect for developing countries/regions is dimmed, if not 

hopeless, due not only to their peripheral starting point, but also to the fact that rich countries are 

capable to jump further than poor ones (see (Boschma and Capone 2014b) for an example where 

richer countries in Europe are more capable to diversify into less related industries). Based on 

recent studies, this research seeks to shed new light on the evolution of regional industrial 

structure and the process of regional diversification characterized by path dependence, by asking 

questions from a different angle: can developing countries/regions transcend the “confinement” 

of technological relatedness to catch up with developed ones? If yes, the developing 

countries/regions have to jump further in the industry space. A follow-up question is: how to 

jump further in the industry space/network? In this paper, we use a developing country that has 

huge regional disparity—China—as an example to explore whether developing regions/countries 

can jump further and catch up, and through what ways. The next section will present an 

analytical framework, and develop hypotheses. The third section introduces the data, variables 

and specifications for empirical analysis. After presenting some descriptive analyses in the fourth 

section, section five discusses the empirical results. The last section concludes the paper by 

summarizing main findings, and points out the theoretical and empirical significances of our 

central question. 

 

2. Path-dependent and path-breaking 

 

Before examining regional economic development and industrial restructuring through the lens 

of technological relatedness, it is useful to make some clarifications of the notion path 

dependence, which is arguably the core concept of the regional diversification or “regional 

branching” model (Boschma and Capone 2014b; Boschma, Minondo, and Navarro 2012, 2013; 

Neffke, Henning, and Boschma 2011). In this paper, we differentiate two types of new growth 

path creation. The first one takes place when regions rely on the technological relatedness among 

industries (distance between trees) in order to jump into new industries. This type of new path 

creation is path-dependent, since regional diversification is determined not only by region’s 

position in the industry space and the density in the vicinity, but also by the relatedness between 

industries. As regions jump according to technological relatedness, technologies evolve over 

time through cycles of long periods of incremental innovations, which enhance and 

institutionalize an existing productive structure. This path-dependent process means that there is 

some degree of cohesion in the industrial structure of a region (Neffke, Henning, and Boschma 

2011). When this type of new path creation dominates, it is extremely difficult for developing 
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countries/regions to catch up, since each region follows its own industrial trajectory (Rigby and 

Essletzbichler 1997).  

 

 However, regional industrial trajectory is constantly redirected or redefined through the 

process of creative destruction (Schumpeter 1947). New paths can be created by technological 

discontinuities in which regions replace old, inferior technologies/industries with new, radically 

superior technologies/industries (Baum 1996). In this case, regions, particularly those in the 

peripheral areas of the industry space, rely less on technological relatedness, and jump directly to 

less related or even unrelated industries. While the first type is path dependent because new 

industries are created based on tangible and intangible assets embodied in existing industrial 

structure, the second type of path creation is more path-breaking driven by technological 

discontinuities and radical innovations that allow regions to jump further. The path-dependent 

regional diversification model has already been perfectly testified by recent empirical, 

quantitative studies based on export and plant-level data in developed countries (Boschma, 

Minondo, and Navarro 2012, 2013; Neffke, Henning, and Boschma 2011). In this research, 

based on export data in a developing country, we seek to focus on the second type of path 

creation and examine how developing countries/regions can jump further in a more path-

breaking way, so that the “confinement” of technological relatedness can be transcended. Two 

sets of factors that have the potential to enable developing countries/regions to jump further are 

identified based on evolutionary economic geography (EEG) theory: extra-regional linkages and 

internal innovation. 

 

2.1. Two trajectories of path dependence, openness of region and extra-regional linkages 

 

The standard canonical path dependence model portrays the regional industrial evolution as a 

four-phase development: (1) path creation, where historical accidents initiate a new path and 

have significant long-run effects on the technological, industrial and institutional structure of a 

region; (2) path development, where emergence and development of local increasing returns and 

externalities assists the development of the path; (3) path rigidification, characterized by 

increasing rigidification of knowledge, networks and structures of firms; (4) path de-locking, 

where an exogenous shock disrupts or dislodges the regional economy resulting in an atrophy or 

industrial restructuring (Arthur 1989, 1994; David 1985; Martin 2010; Martin and Sunley 2006).  

 

 After criticizing the standard canonical path dependence model’s overemphasis on 

continuity and stability, Martin (2010) has suggested a second type of trajectory which is more 

open and allows for constant endogenous change. His model diverges from the canonical one in 

the third step, and proposes a new phase three where local industry is able to adapt and mutate 

constantly, which prevents it from being trapped in a stable, inflexible and rigid state that only 

can be destabilized by an external shock. This idea has been further developed by Martin and 

Sunley (2011) when they employ a modified regional adaptive cycle model and introduce much 

more diverse trajectories of regional economic evolution. The gist of their argument for our 

present purposes is that apart from being stuck in a state of fixity and rigidification and waiting 

for an unpredictable external shock to set it free, a regional economy can evolve along another 

trajectory where firms in the region are able to innovate more or less continuously and the 

industrial structure constantly mutates and adapts.  
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This second trajectory can be realized by keeping the regional economy relatively open 

(Hassink 2005). The openness of a region is partly supported by the diverse overlaps between 

organizations and institutions inside and outside the region, and the subsequent information, 

technology and knowledge exchange across regional borders (Sydow, Lerch, and Staber 2010). 

The kind of understanding and learning that derives from participation in various kinds of links 

with others beyond the region is referred to as ‘pipelines’ or extra-regional linkages (Bathelt, 

Malmberg, and Maskell 2004; Boschma and Iammarino 2009). Extra-regional linkages which 

connect actors inside and outside the region may be important in enabling firms in the region to 

avert tendencies towards path dependence in the evolution of regional economy, thus enabling 

the region to remain innovative and competitive (Bathelt and Li 2013; Bathelt, Malmberg, and 

Maskell 2004; Sturgeon, Van Biesebroeck, and Gereffi 2008; Sydow, Lerch, and Staber 2010). 

The idea that nurturing connections with distant actors may help prevent systematic industrial 

rigidification is also supported by Maskell and Malmberg (2007) who have argued that, from a 

micro-level perspective, localized learning and knowledge development often lead to 

overreliance on localized routines and over-embeddedness in existing structure, what Maskell 

and Malmberg called ‘spatial myopia’. The potentially devastating long-run effects of spatial 

myopia may be avoided as long as some firms in the region actively invest in establishing 

linkages to extra-regional knowledge pools with dissimilar routines or institutional patterns. 

Rigidification and path dependence is therefore alleviated by rejuvenation processes where 

externally connected local firms are able to keep importing fresh knowledge and state-of-the-art 

technology.  

 

By deliberately investing in building extra-regional linkages to distant communities, 

regions may be able to increase the variety of knowledge, resources, and capabilities available to 

them and escape the potential limits stemming from their peripheral starting point in the industry 

space and the confinement of relatedness. Since extra-regional linkages bring in fresh know-how 

and technologies that are less related to region’s existing productive structure, it may enable 

regions to jump further.  

 

2.2. Purposeful actions of actors and internal innovation 

 

Not only has the canonical path dependence model overlooked Martin’s second trajectory of 

cluster evolution, but it also rarely pays attention to the role of individual agency in affecting 

path-dependent processes (Arthur 1989, 1994; David 1985; Henning, Stam, and Wenting 2013; 

Martin 2010). Once a regional economy enters into the third phase in the traditional path 

dependence model, it is assumed that it will remain or be trapped in path-dependent development 

until it is disturbed or liberated by some unpredictable and unexpected exogenous shock (Martin 

2010; Martin and Sunley 2011). This focus on exogenous impacts has meant that the role of 

individual agency in re-working or disrupting forms of path dependency and creating new 

pathways is much less well developed over against the much stronger analytical focus on the role 

of external shocks in dislodging stable, inflexible or rigid state of regions. To counter this lacuna, 

Martin and Sunley (2011) have suggested that, while the path dependence of firms, networks, 

and structures in a region may limit the vitality and adaptability of the region resulting in an 

atrophy, it may also encourage or enable a reorganization of resources and greater opportunities 

for surviving firms or it may force purposeful action by individual actors in a region (firms, 

industry associations and governments) who are deliberately trying to de-lock themselves. In this 
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way, the entire region can dislodge itself from an old path and create a new one (Sydow, Lerch, 

and Staber 2010). As a result, there are reasons to consider path-dependent process of regional 

economic evolution as possibly being shaped by purposeful actions of actors.  

 

 In this paper, we build on these insights to evaluate the relative roles of purposeful 

actions of actors within the region in shaping path-dependent processes as they inflect regional 

economic evolution through internal innovation. Here by purposeful actions of actors, we are 

referring not only to the corporate strategies and innovation implemented by enterprises, but also 

to various supporting facilities and services, financial, political and technological aids provided 

by regional governments. In the Chinese case, in particular, it is vital that the evolution of 

regional economy should be examined in ways that recognize the strategic intents of both 

regional governments and enterprises to innovate and adopt new technologies/products. Such 

internal innovation may also generate radical technological shifts, and enable regions to break 

old pathways and jump to less related industries.  

 

3. Data and research design 

 

3.1. Proximity between industries and industry space in China 

 

To investigate whether regions are able to break old pathways and jump to less related industries, 

we need a relatedness indicator to measure the technological relatedness between new and 

existing industries. This indicator also reflects the distance between new industries and existing 

industrial structure, thus allowing us to observe whether regional industrial structure changes 

towards related or relatively unrelated industries. Various indicators of relatedness have been 

developed and used in recent studies (Boschma, Minondo, and Navarro 2012; Bryce and Winter 

2009; Frenken, Van Oort, and Verburg 2007; Hidalgo et al. 2007; Neffke, Henning, and 

Boschma 2011; Porter 2003; Teece et al. 1994). Boschma et al. (2012) have pointed out that the 

ex-post relatedness indicator developed by Hidalgo et al. (2007) based on proximity product 

index can better capture the  essence of technological relatedness than can the conventional ex 

ante measure of related and unrelated variety (Boschma and Iammarino 2009; Frenken, Van 

Oort, and Verburg 2007) and the cluster-based ex-post indicator of industrial relatedness 

formulated by Porter (2003). This product-proximity-based approach is similar to the co-

occurrence-based analysis method developed by Neffke et al. (2011) to measure the industrial 

relatedness by assessing whether two industries are often found together in one and the same 

economic entity.  

 

 Since a variety of factors may affect the relatedness between two industries, including 

similarities in the combination of productive factors, the use of technologies, the characteristics 

of customers, required institutions and social norms, Hidalgo et al. (2007) have adopted an ex-

post approach to measure proximity between two industries. Two industries are considered to be 

related with each other if regions tend to have revealed comparative advantage (RCA) in both. A 

region has a comparative advantage in an industry when the share of this industry in the region’s 

total exports is larger than the share of this industry in the national total1. The proximity (𝜙) 

between industry i and industry j at year t can be calculated as: 

                                                 
1 In this research, we follow Neffke et al. (2011) and calculate proximity indicators based on data in one 

country. First, China is a geographically large country with huge regional disparity, which means 
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𝜙𝑖,𝑗 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝑃(𝑅𝐶𝐴𝑐,𝑖 > 1|𝑅𝐶𝐴𝑐,𝑗 > 1), 𝑃(𝑅𝐶𝐴𝑐,𝑗 > 1|𝑅𝐶𝐴𝑐,𝑖 > 1)}                         (1) 

 

Where, 

𝑅𝐶𝐴𝑐,𝑖 =
𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑐,𝑖/ ∑ 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑐,𝑖𝑖

(∑ 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑐,𝑖𝑐 / ∑ 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑐,𝑖)𝑐,𝑖
⁄      

(2) 

 

RCAc,i is the revealed comparative advantage of industry i in city c. City c is considered as 

having a comparative advantage in industry i, if RCAc,i is above 1. The proximity between 

industry i and industry j is the minimum between the conditional probability of having a 

comparative advantage in industry i, given that the city c has a comparative advantage in 

industry j (i.e., P (RCAc,i >1|RCAc,j >1)), and the conditional probability of having a comparative 

advantage in in industry j, given a revealed comparative advantage in industry i (i.e, P 

(RCAc,j >1|RCAc,i >1)). The rationale behind this proximity indicator is that if two industries are 

related with each other, they probably demand similar institutions, infrastructure, factor inputs, 

capabilities and technology, and are likely to be produced together.  

 

 The proximity indicator between industries is computed using Chinese customs data 

during 2001-2013. This dataset reports imports and exports by 6-digit product, providing 

information on export/import value and quantity, location and ownership of exporting/importing 

firms, destination of exports, origin of imports, and transportation mode. In this research, we 

focus on 4-digit level industries (1,080 industries in the dataset2). The geographical unit of 

analysis is China’s prefecture-level cities. A matrix of proximity indicators among all 4-digit 

industries can be estimated. This 1,080*1,080 matrix therefore defines the industry space. In this 

paper, we adopt a more dynamic understanding of technological relatedness between industries, 

in which industry space is conceptualized as a network structure that changes over time (Hidalgo 

and Hausmann 2008; Hidalgo et al. 2007; Neffke, Henning, and Boschma 2011). As a result, 

proximity indicator is calculated for each year of the 2001-2013 time period. Table 1 shows the 

Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the industry spaces generated with data from different 

years. Industry space appears to be stable, but links do change over time. Correlation between 

two adjacent years is around 0.7-0.8, higher than that between two distant years. The further two 

years are from each other, the lower the correlation between these two years is. The correlation 

between 2013 and 2001 is the smallest (0.42), indicating China’s industrial structure has 

undergone a dramatic transformation in this time period. Nonetheless, China’s industrial 

structure has also been stabilizing, as the correlation between proximity indicators in two 

adjacent years has increased from 0.71 (between 2001 and 2002) to 0.84 (between 2012 and 

2013). 

 

Table 1 Correlation between proximity indicators between industries in different years 

  2013 2012 2011 2010 2009 2008 2007 2006 2005 2004 2003 2002 2001 

                                                 
calculation based on data in such a big economy should be sufficient. Second, calculating proximity 

indicators based on Chinese export data rather than world trade data may allow us to better control 

China’s unique, nation-wide political and economic environments.  
2 We focus on the secondary industry and therefore exclude data on agriculture. 
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2013 1             

2012 0.84  1            

2011 0.75  0.82  1           

2010 0.72  0.78  0.84  1          

2009 0.71  0.75  0.79  0.83  1         

2008 0.62  0.65  0.70  0.73  0.78  1        

2007 0.58  0.60  0.65  0.67  0.71  0.78  1       

2006 0.55  0.58  0.62  0.64  0.67  0.71  0.77  1      

2005 0.53  0.55  0.59  0.61  0.64  0.67  0.71  0.78  1     

2004 0.50  0.52  0.55  0.56  0.60  0.63  0.66  0.71  0.77  1    

2003 0.47  0.49  0.52  0.53  0.57  0.59  0.62  0.66  0.70  0.75  1   

2002 0.45  0.47  0.50  0.51  0.54  0.56  0.59  0.62  0.65  0.68  0.75  1  

2001 0.42  0.44  0.47  0.48  0.50  0.53  0.55  0.57  0.60  0.62  0.66  0.71  1 

 

3.2. Model Specification 

 

To measure the distance between new industries and region’s existing productive structure, we 

calculate the density indicator, developed by Hidalgo et al. (2007). It has been argued that the 

regional diversification is path-dependent, because if a new industry is related to a number of 

industries that the region already has a comparative advantage in, the density of this new industry 

for this region is high, and the probability for this region to jump into this new industry will also 

be high. Density indicator is therefore measured as follows: 

 

𝑑𝑖,𝑐,𝑡 =
∑ 𝑥𝑗,𝑐,𝑡𝜙𝑖,𝑗,𝑡𝑗

∑ 𝜙𝑖,𝑗,𝑡𝑗
 

(3) 

 

where xj,c,t takes the value of 1 if city c has a comparative advantage in industry j at year t, and 

zero otherwise. Density around a new industry will be high if a region has a comparative 

advantage in most of the industries related to the focal one.  

 

 The following econometric equation is estimated: 

𝑥𝑖,𝑐,𝑡2 = 𝛼0 + 𝛼1𝑥𝑖,𝑐,𝑡1 + 𝛼2𝑑𝑖,𝑐,𝑡1 + 𝛽1𝑥𝑖,𝑐,𝑡1𝐸𝑋𝑇𝑖,𝑐,𝑡1 + 𝛽2(1 − 𝑥𝑖,𝑐,𝑡1)𝐸𝑋𝑇𝑖,𝑐,𝑡1 +

𝛽3𝑥𝑖,𝑐,𝑡1𝐼𝑁𝑇𝑖,𝑐,𝑡1 + 𝛽4(1 − 𝑥𝑖,𝑐,𝑡1)𝐼𝑁𝑇𝑖,𝑐,𝑡1 + 𝛾1𝑥𝑖,𝑐,𝑡1𝑑𝑖,𝑐,𝑡1𝐸𝑋𝑇𝑖,𝑐,𝑡1 + 𝛾2(1 −

𝑥𝑖,𝑐,𝑡1)𝑑𝑖,𝑐,𝑡1𝐸𝑋𝑇𝑖,𝑐,𝑡1 + 𝛾3𝑥𝑖,𝑐,𝑡1𝑑𝑖,𝑐,𝑡1𝐼𝑁𝑇𝑖,𝑐,𝑡1 + 𝛾4(1 − 𝑥𝑖,𝑐,𝑡1)𝑑𝑖,𝑐,𝑡1𝐼𝑁𝑇𝑖,𝑐,𝑡1 + 𝛿𝑋 + 휀𝑖,𝑐,𝑡1                                     

(4) 

 

where t2>t1, and EXT and INT represent extra-regional linkage and internal innovation variables 

respectively. X is a vector of city-year and industry-year dummy variables, which is added to 

control any time-varying city or industry characteristics. Dependent variable takes the value of 1 

if city c has a comparative advantage in industry i at year t2 and zero otherwise. Following 

Hausmann and Klinger (2007) and Boschma et al. (2013), we distinguish the role that 

independent variables play in developing a comparative advantage in new industries at the city 

level from their contribution in keeping a comparative advantage in current industries. β1, β3, γ1 

and γ3 capture the impact of specific independent variables and the interaction terms between 
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independent variables in keeping a comparative advantage in industry i, while β2, β4, γ2 and γ4 

capture the impact of specific independent variables and the interaction terms between 

independent variables in developing a comparative advantage in new industries.  

 

 High level of di,c,t indicates that the distance between industry i and city c’s existing 

industrial structure is small, the positive effect of density thus means that regions jump into 

related industries and regional economic development is path-dependent. Our hypothesis is that 

two sets of variables (EXT and INT) may change regions’ jumping capability, reducing (or 

strengthening) regions’ reliance on relatedness among industries while jumping. Therefore, the 

impact of density should vary across regions as the latter are different from one another in terms 

of extra-regional linkages and internal innovation. To test our hypothesis, we follow Boschma 

and Capone (2014a) and include the interaction terms between density indicator and EXT/INT 

variables in Equation (4). A positive and significant sign of the interaction term indicates specific 

EXT/INT variable enhance regions’ reliance on density while jumping, whereas a negative and 

significant sign means a weaker effect of density (Boschma and Capone 2014a, 2014b). In the 

latter case, regions’ certain characteristics in terms of  extra-regional linkage and internal 

innovation reduce the confinement of relatedness, enable regions to jump further to less related 

industries, and finally allow regions to become path-breaking. A non-significant sign is also 

possible, suggesting the impact of density does not vary across regions because regions have 

different levels of extra-regional linkages or internal innovation.   

 

3.3. Variables  

 

First, we seek to test the effects of extra-regional linkages that breathe new life into a region 

through a diversified set of import sectors and through foreign direct investment (FDI). On the 

one hand, imports expand the set of inputs available in the economy and thus increase regions’ 

productivity (Amighini and Sanfilippo 2014). The rising availability of inputs may encourage the 

creation of new domestic varieties (Goldberg et al. 2010). Imports can also provide more 

sophisticated inputs that enable regions to upgrade their production and export. On the other 

hand, more importantly, there is a certain degree of new knowledge embedded in imported 

products, which could translate into new learning opportunities involved in the use of new 

products (Dollar 1992; Schiff and Wang 2006). As a result, IMPORTi,c,t is included, measured as 

the import value of city c in industry i and year t. 

 

 It is acknowledged that FDI plays a critical role in promoting regional economic 

development through a variety of channels, such as the formation of forward and backward 

linkages, the existence of competitive and demonstration effects, the possibility for domestic 

firms to recruit more experienced and skilled workers that are released from foreign-owned 

firms, and finally through the knowledge spillover effects between domestic and foreign-owned 

firms (Görg and Greenaway 2004; Lall and Narula 2004; Poncet and Starosta de Waldemar 

2013; Zhu and Fu 2013). Foreign-owned firms are important for regional economy, as they not 

only contribute to productivity increase in existing industries, but, more importantly for our 

present purpose, they also bring new knowledge and ideas, that may enable regions to break their 

old paths and jump into less related industries (Amighini and Sanfilippo 2014). Variable FDIi,c,t 

is calculated as the share of exports of foreign-owned firms in industry i, city c and year t.  
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 Not only can new knowledge and ideas that enable regions to jump further be acquired 

through access, transfer and assimilation of external knowledge, but regions can also create new 

knowledge through indigenous innovation. R&D, human and physical capital, and government 

supports are all important factors that contribute to indigenous knowledge creation (Fu and Gong 

2011; Romer 1990). At the regional level, these factors determine the region’s capability. 

Regions with different types of R&D, human and physical capital, and government policies are 

likely to have different jumping capabilities and this will affect the process of regional 

diversification as well as region’s reliance on relatedness among industries (Boschma and 

Capone 2014b). Human capital (HCAPc,t) is measured as the number of college students per ten 

thousand people in city c and year t. We use the length of highway over land area in city c and 

year t as a proxy of physical capital and infrastructure (PCAPc,t). Data on these two indicators are 

derived from China City Statistical Yearbook. R&Di,c,t, is calculated as the R&D investment by 

enterprises in industry i, city c and year t. For this indicator, we use data from China’s Annual 

Survey and Industrial Firms (ASIF). The problem is that this dataset uses SIC industrial 

classification system while Chinese customs data is compiled in HS industrial classification 

system. We concord R&D indicators for all 4-digit SIC industries (525 industries) at the city 

level to 4-digit HS industries (1,080 industries)3. Finally, government supports in different 

industries is computed as the difference between export tax rebates and tax rates in industry i and 

year t (REBATEi,t). Data for this indicator is taken from the Chinese customs data on export tax 

rebates and tax rates.  

 

4. The relationship between density and the emergence of new industries in Chinese cities 

 

We divide the time period 2001-2013 into two stages: 2001-2006 and 2007-2013 for two 

reasons. First, the HS industrial classification system used by Chinese customs dataset was 

slightly adjusted in 2007. Second, these two stages are both around five years, which are long 

enough to allow new industries to emerge (Boschma, Minondo, and Navarro 2013). In addition, 

it takes at least around five years for density to have a strong impact (Boschma and Capone 

2014b). Such a division also allows us to observe the different impacts of independent variables 

before and after 2008 global financial crisis.  

 

 We first analyze the relationship between the average density of the industries without a 

comparative advantage in a city in 2001 (or 2007) and the probability of this city developing a 

comparative advantage in a new industry in 2006 (or 2013). As notified above, city c is 

considered as having a comparative advantage in industry i if RCAi,c is above 1. Industry i is 

considered as a developed industry in city c. Otherwise, it is an undeveloped industry. If industry 

i is an undeveloped industry in 2001 (or 2007) and becomes a developed industry in 2006 

(2013), it is named as a transition industry (Hidalgo et al. 2007). We also differentiate cities in 

East, Central, Southwest, Northeast and Northwest China (Figure 1).  

 

                                                 
3 As there are more 4-digit HS industries than 4-digit SIC industries, a SIC industry is often bigger than a 

HS industry and the latter is often a subset of the former. In some cases, we have to use the R&D value in 

a big SIC industry as a proxy of that in a small HS industry. We admit this concordance is not precise. 

However, due to unavailability of R&D data compiled in HS system we have to use data compiled in SIC 

system and the results do provide some interesting insights. 
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Figure 1 Provinces and five big regions in China 

 

As can be seen in Figure 2a, on average, cities in relatively developed, wealthy East 

China have higher level of average density of the industries without a comparative advantage in 

2001 and higher level of probability of developing a comparative advantage in a new industry in 

2006 than do cities in the rest of China, while cities in Northwest China have the lowest scores 

on both aspects. There is a clear positive relationship between the average density of 

undeveloped industries in a city in 2001 and the probability of this city developing a transition 

industry in 2006. For example, the three dots in the upper, rightmost area are Shanghai, Nanjing 

and Beijing from East China that have the highest level of average density of undeveloped 

industries in 2001 (0.391, 0.341 and 0.312, respectively) and the highest probability of 

developing a transition industry in 2006 (0.218, 0.182 and 0.183, respectively). In contrast, 

Guyuan and Dingxi in Northwest China have the lowest level of average density of undeveloped 

industries in 2001 (0.00089 and 0.00091 respectively) and the lowest level of probability of 

developing a transition industry in 2006 (0.00092 and 0.00093 respectively). In Figure 2a, all 

dots are close to the fitted regression line, R2 of which is as high as 0.9109, suggesting that 

Chinese regions were heavily reliant on industrial relatedness while jumping into new industries 

during 2001-2006.  
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Figure 2a (top) and 2b (bottom) Relationship between the average density of the industries 

without a comparative advantage in a city in 2001 (or 2007) and the probability of this city 

developing a comparative advantage in a new industry in 2006 (or 2013) 

 

As is shown in Figure 2b, during 2007-2013, even though the average density of 

undeveloped industries in a city in 2007 is still positively related with the probability of this city 

developing a transition industry in 2013, this relationship has been weakened. First, the gradient 

of 2001-2006 fitted regression line is 0.485, while that of 2007-2013 fitted regression line is 

0.222, indicating a decreasing impact of average density over probability of developing transition 

industries.  Second, a considerable number of dots are located far away from the fitted regression 

line, and R2 of the 2007-2013 fitted regression line is 0.0686, much lower than that of the 2001-

2006 fitted regression line. This means some other factors have reduced regions’ reliance on 

density in the process of industrial diversification, and enhanced regions’ jumping capabilities. 

Third, the increase of jumping capability is particularly phenomenal in Central, Northwest, 

Northeast and Southwest China, as some cities with low level of density (for example below 

0.05) in 2007 still have high probability of developing transition industries in 2013. In contrast, 

most cities in East China are still located close to the 2001-2006 fitted regression line (the dotted 

line in Figure 2b). In a word, the evolution of regional industrial structure should not be 

understood solely based on industrial relatedness as well as the distance between new industries 

and regions’ existing productive structure, since the interaction between industrial relatedness 

and regional diversification is increasingly inflected by other factors that enable regions to jump 

further, particularly in Central, Northwest, Northeast and Southwest China. 

 

5. Empirical Results 

 

Since the dependent variable is binary and the econometric equation includes a large number of 

dummy variables, we follow Boschma et al. (2013) and estimate equation (4) with a linear 

probability-OLS model. Correlation analysis indicates that correlations of most independent 

variables are moderate or low, suggesting no serious problem of multi-collinearity. Some highly 

correlated terms are separated into different models4. Table 2 reports the econometric results. 

First, density has a positive effect, which is consistent with theoretical prediction. The parameter 

of comparative advantage in 2001 (2006) is also positive and significant, suggesting that having 

a comparative advantage at the beginning of the period raises the probability of having a 

comparative advantage at the end of the period. This echoes with the findings of Boschma et al. 

(2013). Second, as notified above, we distinguish the role that independent variables and 

interaction terms play in developing a comparative advantage in new industries (“on new” 

variables in Table 2) from their contribution in keeping a comparative advantage in current 

industries (“on current” variables). Although the coefficients of some are insignificant, most 

independent variables in Model (1), (2), (5) and (6) have positive and significant effects, 

indicating the important role of extra-regional linkages and internal innovation in developing 

transition industries and maintaining developed industries.  

 

                                                 
4 For example, FDI and Import; PCAP and HCAP. In addition, xi,c,t1 is highly correlated with some of its 

interaction terms, therefore it is excluded in model (3), (4), (7) and (8) in Table 2. Density is highly 

correlated with PCAP, it is thus not included in model (1), (2), (5) and (6) in Table 2.  
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 Moving on to the results connected more closely with the central argument (Model (3), 

(4), (7) and (8)), we first focus on the role of the interaction terms between density and EXT/INT 

variables in developing a comparative advantage in new industries (“on new” variables in Model 

(3), (4), (7) and (8)). The interaction term between FDI and density presents a positive and 

significant sign in the first stage and an insignificant sign in the second, indicating that FDI has 

not brought into path-breaking knowledge that can further leads to radical innovation. Instead, 

most foreign-owned firms in China either engage in industries that are closely related to China’s 

existing industrial structure or are not greatly embedded in China’s economy which inhibits 

knowledge spillover from foreign-owned firms to domestic firms (also see (Wei 2010) for an 

example of weak local embeddedness of foreign-owned firms in China). In contrast, the 

interaction term between density and the other EXT variable, Import, has a negative and 

statistically significant sign throughout these two stages, suggesting that Chinese firms are able 

to obtain path-breaking knowledge from imports. The learning opportunity provided by new 

knowledge embedded in imported products reduces regions’ reliance on industrial relatedness 

and enables the latter to jump further into less related industries. This echoes with other 

empirical studies (Zhu and Fu 2013).  

 

 The interaction term between R&D and density has a negative and significant sign in 

2001-2006 models, but a positive sign in 2007-2013 models. This means Chinese cities have 

benefited from radical innovation in 2001-2006 and managed to jump further, whereas in 2007-

2013 most enterprises’ investment in R&D has only generated path-dependent new knowledge, 

and technological changes have been largely driven by incremental, gradual innovation into 

related industries. Government supports in the form of export tax rebate only play a supportive 

and secondary role in the creation of radical innovation and of course could not generate path-

breaking knowledge on its own. High level of physical and human capital are likely to enable 

regions to achieve more radical innovation and jump further into less related industries, which is 

consistent with our expectation.  

 

 We move on to the “on current” variables in Model (3), (4), (7) and (8). Another problem 

plaguing developing countries/regions is even if they manage to jump further and develop a 

comparative advantage in new industries that are not close to their existing productive structure, 

it is still difficult for them to maintain a comparative advantage in these technologically distant 

and less related industries (Neffke, Henning, and Boschma 2011). Table 2 shows that regions can 

overcome this problem by improving local physical and human capital. Even though government 

supports in the form of export tax rebate could not generate path-breaking new knowledge, they 

help regions to stand firm in technologically distant industries, once regions jump into these 

industries. Finally, regions should keep importing path-breaking knowledge in order to maintain 

a comparative advantage in less related industries. In a word, extra-regional linkages and internal 

innovation have the potential to reduce regions’ reliance on industrial relatedness in the process 

of developing a comparative advantage in new industries and keeping a comparative advantage 

in current industries.   

 

Table 2 Determinants of having developed industries in China  
  2001-2006    2007-2013   

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

Comparative advantage 0.477*** 0.492***   0.493*** 0.539***   

density   1.071*** 1.407***   0.984*** 1.197*** 
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FDI   0.171***    0.132***  

Import    3.25e-10***    1.28e-10*** 

Rebate   -0.003*** -0.003***   -0.002*** -0.002*** 

R&D   -0.285 -0.049   -0.075 -0.158 

PCAP   -0.025***    0.0569***  

HCAP    -0.00003*    0.0001*** 

FDI on current 0.132***    0.155***    

FDI on new 0.103***    0.065***    

Import on current  1.98e-10***    1.89e-11***   

Import on new  1.54e-10***    4.56e-11***   

Rebate on current 0.014*** 0.012***   0.0145*** 0.016***   

Rebate on new 0.003*** 0.003***   0.002*** 0.002***   

R&D on current -0.000005 -0.000009   0.000002* 0.000001   

R&D on new 0.000001 -0.0000005   0.000001** 0.0000003   

PCAP on current 0.037***    0.015***    

PCAP on new 0.040***    -0.003    

HCAP on current  0.0002***    0.00004***   

HCAP on new  0.0002***    0.00006***   

FDI*density on current   7.96e-10***    8.66e-11***  

FDI*density on new   9.52e-10*    -6.84e-11  

Import*density on current    -5.44e-10**    -2.99e-10*** 

Import*density on new    -4.43e-10**    -2.84e-10*** 

Rebate*density on current   -0.228*** -0.233***   -0.069*** -0.064*** 

Rebate*density on new   0.102*** 0.100***   0.050*** 0.054*** 

R&D*density on current   0.00004* 0.00003*   0.000007** 0.000006* 

R&D*density on new   -0.00003*** -0.00002***   0.0000009 0.000005* 

PCAP*density on current   0.014    -0.041*  

PCAP*density on new   -0.059*    -0.514***  

HCAP*density on current    -0.0004***    -0.0002*** 

HCAP*density on new    -0.001***    -0.001*** 

HS included included included included included included included included 

Province included included included included included included included included 

_cons 0.153*** 0.102*** -0.0679*** -0.0585*** 0.111*** 0.0890*** 0.0241 0.0111 

N 281960 277720 281960 277720 281960 281960 281960 281960 

R2 0.228 0.227 0.198 0.190 0.202 0.199 0.164 0.159 

F 699.5 685.8 564.1 530.5 598.6 590.1 448.3 434.1 

Notes: *significant at the 10% level; **significant at the 5% level; and ***significant at the 1% level. 

 

It is also worthwhile to point out that the absolute value of the coefficient of 

“PCAP*density on new” has increased dramatically from the first stage to the second (Model (3) 

and (7) in Table 2), indicating that China’s investment on infrastructure particularly during 2007-

2013 has enabled its regions to achieve more radical innovations and become less reliant on 

industrial relatedness while entering into new industries. This may also contribute to the 

temporal change of the relationship between density and the probability of developing transition 

industries, as presented in Figure 2. To better understand the temporal change showed in Figure 

2, we compare estimation results in East and Northeast China since such a temporal change 

varies across China’s big regions5.  

                                                 
5 As notified above, the temporal change of the relationship between density and the probability of 

developing transition industries is relatively small in East China, but is quite remarkable in Central, 
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Since we seek to examine the temporal change of the relationship between density and 

the probability of developing a comparative advantage in new industries here, we only focus on 

the coefficients of “on new” variables. As is shown in Table 3, in East China, even though the 

role of physical capital in reducing regions’ reliance on industrial relatedness has been enhanced 

from the first stage (coefficient: -0.082) to the second (coefficient: -0.397), other factors remain 

relatively stable. The role of R&D in reducing regions’ reliance on industrial relatedness has 

even faded away during this time period. In contrast, in Northeast China, extra-regional linkage 

variables have changed from strengthening the impact of industrial relatedness on industrial 

diversification towards reducing regions’ reliance on relatedness, even though FDI’s impact is 

still not significant. The impact of physical and human capital remains the same. However, the 

former’s impact has drastically increased (the absolute value of the coefficient has increased 

from 0.674 to 3.578).  In addition, not only has human capital’s impact risen greatly, but it has 

also turned significant in the second stage.  

 

During 2007-2013, import, physical and human capital have reduced regions’ reliance on 

industrial relatedness in Northeast China to a greater extent than in East China (see the 

coefficients of Import*density on new, PCAP*density on new and HCAP*density on new in 

Model (3), (4), (7) and (8) in Table 3). This provides an explanation to the regional disparity 

shown in Figure 2 to some extent. In China’s relatively less developed inland regions, 

establishing extra-regional linkages and investing in education and infrastructure both contribute 

to reducing regions’ reliance on relatedness, generating path-breaking new knowledge, and 

enabling regions to jump into technologically distant industries that are less related or unrelated 

to regions’ existing industrial structure. Given this, industrial evolution in inland China exhibits a 

much more path-breaking pattern during 2007-2013, probably due not only to the industrial 

relocation from coastal regions to inland China but also to China’s central government’s efforts 

to alleviate regional disparity and boost economic development in relatively less developed 

inland China through for example Western Development Strategy, Revitalize Northeast China 

Initiative, and Rise of Central China strategy.   
 

Table 3 Determinants of having developed industries in East and Northeast China  
 East China Northeast China 

 2001-2006 2007-2013 2001-2006 2007-2013 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

density 1.275*** 1.618*** 1.246*** 1.396*** 0.914*** 0.905*** 1.214*** 1.147*** 

FDI 0.147***  0.114***  0.160***  0.139***  

Import  2.07e-10*  1.06e-10***  1.44e-09*  1.03e-09*** 

Rebate -

0.00955*** 
-0.00971*** -0.009*** -0.009*** 0.000443 0.00115 -0.001 -0.0009 

R&D -0.674 0.0843 -3.209 -3.255 -0.275 -0.375 1.131 0.806 

PCAP -0.0174*  0.045***  0.0311  0.482***  

HCAP 
 

-

0.000113*** 
 0.0002***  -0.00003  0.0001*** 

FDI*density on current 8.45e-10***  7.55e-11***  3.88e-10  1.18e-09**  

FDI*density on new 9.02e-10  -1.18e-10  4.43e-09  -2.39e-09  

                                                 
Southwest, Southeast and Northeast China. Here, due to space limitation, we only compare East China 

and Northeast China. Estimation results on other regions are available on request.  
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Import*density on current 
 -1.49e-10  -2.44e-10***  

-7.48e-

09*** 
 

-2.76e-

09*** 

Import*density on new 
 -2.01e-10  -2.20e-10**  3.63e-11  

-5.29e-

09*** 

Rebate*density on current -0.186*** -0.206*** -0.039*** -0.037*** -0.192*** -0.171*** -0.0602*** -0.052*** 

Rebate*density on new 0.137*** 0.144*** 0.088*** 0.0899*** 0.0548*** 0.046*** 0.0252*** 0.024*** 

R&D*density on current 0.00003 0.00004 0.000002 0.0000004 0.0002* 0.0002 0.000154*** 0.0001*** 

R&D*density on new -

0.00004*** 
-0.00004** 0.000002 0.000005 

0.000000

8 
0.000006 0.0000113 0.00001 

PCAP*density on current -0.025  0.014  3.181***  -1.246***  

PCAP*density on new -0.082*  -0.397***  -0.674*  -3.578***  

HCAP*density on current  -0.0007***  -0.00006  0.005***  0.0006*** 

HCAP*density on new  -0.0009***  -0.001***  -0.0003  -0.002*** 

HS included included included included included included included included 

Province included included included included included included included included 

_cons -0.0838*** -0.0639*** 0.00568 -0.0189 -0.0467* -0.0397 -0.0420 -0.0802** 

N 91160 91160 91160 91160 33920 33920 33920 33920 

R2 0.227 0.221 0.221 0.215 0.148 0.144 0.189 0.184 

F 259.9 250.5 251.3 242.6 61.28 59.37 81.85 79.19 

Notes: *significant at the 10% level; **significant at the 5% level; and ***significant at the 1% level. 

 

 Table 4a and 4b report the empirical results on whether the impact of the articulation 

between density indicator and EXT/INT variables vary across industries. We here focus on four 

industries: HS11 (textile and apparel), HS16 (mechanical and electrical equipment), HS17 

(transport) and HS18 (high-tech instruments and equipment). Again, since the central question is 

how to jump further into new industries, this part also mainly focuses on the “on new” variables, 

unless otherwise stated. FDI in technology- and capital-intensive HS16 and HS18 plays a 

negligible impact over regional path-breaking, indicating that China’s technology-intensive 

industries have not been able to achieve radical innovation and upgrading through learning from 

foreign-owned firms, due either to the weak local embeddedness of FDI or to the fact that 

transnational corporations, particularly in high-tech industries, have only relocated their 

relatively low-end and low-tech production to China while leaving the high-end functions (R&D 

and headquarters) in the North during this time period. In HS11, FDI reinforces the effect of 

density over regional diversification, indicating that most foreign-owned firms in China’s textile 

and apparel industry have not brought in path-breaking knowledge and are manufacturing 

products that are closely related to China’s existing productive structure. However, the impact of 

the interaction term between density and FDI on developing a comparative advantage in new 

industries in HS 17 is negative and significant (Model (3), Table 4b), indicating the joint-venture 

firms in China’s automobile industry may bring in more distant and less related knowledge and 

result in more radical technological changes (see also (Liu and Dicken 2006) for an example of 

the importance of joint-venture firms in the upgrading of China’s automobile industry). Import is 

particularly crucial in path-breaking regional diversification in the textile and apparel industry, as 

global buyers are increasingly outsourcing higher-value-added and high-end functions (e.g., 

original design manufacturing) to their Chinese suppliers (see also (Zhu and Pickles 2015)). In 

the meantime, import in the other three technology-intensive industries only has minor effects.  

 

 Government support in the form of export tax rebates has a quite consistent effect in all 

models, strengthening relatedness’s effect in generating new transition industries but enabling 

regions maintain a comparative advantage in technologically distant and less related industries. 

R&D plays a key role in breaking old path in the mechanical and electrical industry, while in the 
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textile and apparel industry R&D investment has centered on incremental innovation. 

Infrastructure allows regions to jump further, in all models except in the textile and apparel 

industry model. Similarly, human capital also reduces regions’ reliance on density and 

relatedness in all models except in the textile and apparel industry models. One reason for this 

inconsistency is that the human capital indicator we used is measured as the share of college 

students, who are likely to become white-collar workers engaging in knowledge- and 

technology-intensive industries. In contrast, industrial diversification in the textile and apparel 

industry may be more related to the share of blue-collar labor force that is largely trained by 

vocational and technical schools in China. 

 

Table 4a (top) and b (bottom) Determinants of having developed industries in different industries 
 HS11. Textile and textile articles HS16. Machinery and mechanical appliances and 

electrical equipment 

 2001-2006 2007-2013 2001-2006 2007-2013 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 

density 0.874*** 1.227*** 0.583*** 0.774*** 1.445*** 1.692*** 1.157*** 1.296*** 

FDI 0.132***  -0.0121  0.144***  0.118***  

Import  2.02e-09***  1.44e-09**  7.30e-11  5.91e-11* 

Rebate -0.003 -0.00422* -0.005*** -0.00615*** -0.00844*** -0.00859*** -0.0192*** -0.0191*** 

R&D -0.138 -1.014 -2.701 -0.941 -1.206 -1.773 -0.249 -0.344 

PCAP -0.0404*  0.0892***  -0.0437*  0.0334*  

HCAP  -0.0002***  -0.00004*  0.0000119  0.000126**

* 

FDI*density on current 1.70e-09*  4.58e-09***  1.64e-10  2.90e-12  

FDI*density on new -8.24e-10  3.33e-09**  1.75e-09**  1.44e-10  

Import*density on current  -9.82e-09***  -1.95e-09  -5.54e-11  -1.36e-10* 

Import*density on new  -4.87e-09**  -3.76e-09*  2.77e-10  -8.99e-11 

Rebate*density on current -0.342*** -0.442*** -0.250*** -0.275*** -0.250*** -0.281*** -0.239*** -0.262*** 

Rebate*density on new 0.0933*** 0.114*** 0.0914*** 0.107*** 0.216*** 0.213*** 0.250*** 0.247*** 

R&D*density on current -0.000364 0.000431 0.0001*** 0.0001*** 0.002*** 0.00267*** -0.00002 0.00002 

R&D*density on new 0.000181 0.000230 0.00003** 0.00003* -0.0004* -0.000320* -

0.00006** 

-0.00004* 

PCAP*density on current -0.385***  -0.0990  -0.0862  0.0953  

PCAP*density on new 0.0543  -0.0299  0.160  -0.322***  

HCAP*density on current  -0.00297***  -0.0005***  -0.001***  -0.0002* 

HCAP*density on new  0.00006  -0.00007  -0.0007***  -0.0008*** 

HS included included included included included included included included 

Province included included included included included included included included 

_cons -0.154*** -0.162*** 0.0313 0.0238 -0.134*** -0.129*** 0.160*** 0.150*** 

N 40166 39562 40166 40166 34314 33798 34314 34314 

R2 0.242 0.247 0.229 0.225 0.242 0.235 0.197 0.191 

F 232.8 235.1 216.7 211.7 255.0 241.2 195.3 188.5 

 

 

 HS17. Vehicles, aircraft, vessels and associated 

transport equipment 

HS18. Optical, photographic, cinematographic, 

measuring, checking, precision, medical or surgical 

instruments and apparatus 

 2001-2006 2007-2013 2001-2006 2007-2013 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) (1) (2) (3) (4) 

density 1.215*** 1.393*** 0.939*** 0.875*** 1.464*** 1.734*** 0.887*** 1.131*** 
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FDI 0.021  0.230***  0.126***  0.121***  

Import  1.49e-09***  8.99e-11  1.77e-09*  2.62e-10* 

Rebate 0.002 0.00338 -0.006*** -0.005*** -0.0143*** -0.0155*** -0.0208*** -0.0215*** 

R&D -0.019 -0.0614 1.127 0.0964 -1.733 -1.273 0.536 0.601 

PCAP 0.238***  0.0883***  -0.004  0.0910***  

HCAP  0.00004  0.0002***  -

0.000131** 

 0.000186*** 

FDI*density on current 1.42e-09*  5.75e-10**  1.87e-09   3.96e-

10*** 

 

FDI*density on new -3.35e-09  -2.22e-09*  5.66e-08***  2.82e-10  

Import*density on 

current 

 -3.24e-09***  2.97e-10  -3.87e-09  -6.44e-10 

Import*density on new  -3.39e-09**  -3.27e-10  7.17e-09**  -3.06e-10 

Rebate*density on 

current 

-0.240*** -0.239*** -0.130*** -0.144*** -0.208*** -0.266*** -0.153*** -0.150*** 

Rebate*density on new 0.106*** 0.0696*** 0.0757*** 0.055*** 0.283*** 0.304*** 0.147*** 0.155*** 

R&D*density on current -0.00002 0.000004 0.00009*** 0.000008 0.00008 0.0001 -

0.0000008 

0.0000181 

R&D*density on new -0.00001 -0.000001 -0.000006 0.000001 -0.00009** -0.00006 0.0000006 0.0000157 

PCAP*density on current -0.0616  0.295**  0.135  -0.0879  

PCAP*density on new -0.515***  -0.705***  0.242*  -0.397***  

HCAP*density on 

current 

 0.0009***  0.001***  -0.0008**  -0.0003 

HCAP*density on new  -0.002***  -0.001***  0.0002  -0.001*** 

HS included included included included included included included included 

Province included included included included included included included included 

_cons 0.130** -0.00161 0.265*** 0.191*** -0.154*** -0.158*** 0.0414 0.0180 

N 9842 9694 9842 9842 14098 13886 14098 14098 

R2 0.218 0.215 0.210 0.210 0.274 0.267 0.171 0.167 

F 60.80 58.69 58.00 57.79 120.2 114.8 65.79 63.83 

Notes: *significant at the 10% level; **significant at the 5% level; and ***significant at the 1% level. 

 

 As a robustness check, all models are also estimated by probit model, by using data in 

different years (for example, 2002-2006 and 2007-2012), and by using different threshold values 

(0.8 and 1.2) to determine a comparative advantage. Compared with the results presented above, 

these changes produce only minor effects. Finally, we examine the transition industries in 2001-

2006 and 2007-2013 (Figure 3). First, average density of transition industries in all five regions 

has increased from the first stage to the second, as a result of rapid regional diversification and 

branching in the entire country throughout this time period. Second, transition industries in East 

China have higher density level than those in the rest of China, suggesting that China’s coastal 

regions are more path-dependent while inland China is relatively more path-breaking. This 

resonates with our findings based on Figure 2 and econometric analyses, pointing out the need to 

pay attention to a broader range of factors besides industrial relatedness. Third, in the upper-left 

areas of Figure 3a and 3b, transition industries with low density and high unit value include 

HS16 (Machinery and mechanical appliances and electrical equipment) and HS17 (Vehicles, 

aircraft, vessels and associated transport equipment) mainly located in inland China, most of 

which are technology-intensive, high-value, and high-end industries that are distant from the 

existing regional industrial structure of the less developed inland China. Inland China’s 

diversification into high-value industries, as notified above, could be attributed not only to the 

industrial relocation from coastal regions to inland China but also to China’s central 

government’s efforts to alleviate regional disparity and boost economic development in 
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relatively less developed inland China. Whether or not inland China is able to maintain a 

comparative advantage in these technologically distant and less related industries may depend on 

the extent to which regions in inland China can continuously improve infrastructure and 

education, provide government supports, and promote the technology content of imports. In 

doing so, less developed regions may be able to jump from the peripheral, deserted areas to the 

core, dense areas in the uneven industry space/network. 

 

 
Figure 3a (left) and b (right) Unit value and average density of transition industries in China’s 

five regions during 2001-2006 and 2007-2013 

 

6. Conclusion 

 

By examining the regional diversification in China’s different industries and different regions 

through the proximity product index developed by Hidalgo et al. (2007), we seek to shed new 

light on the debates about the articulation between industrial relatedness and regional evolution. 

Technological relatedness, as a key driving force of regional economic development, not only 

affects the growth of existing industries through externalities derived from related variety, but is 

also responsible for regions’ entry into new industries and formation of new growth pathways. 

Recent studies tend to emphasize the ways in which regional diversification emerged as a path-

dependent process, since regions often branch into industries that are technologically close and 

related to their current industrial structure. Such a path-dependent regional diversification can be 

thought as regions/countries jumping in a heterogeneous and uneven industry space where they 

are only allowed to jump certain distance. This distance is determined by technological 

relatedness among industries. It is thereafter argued that developed countries that start from the 

core, dense areas in the uneven industry space have more opportunities to jump to new related 

industries and therefore have more opportunities to sustain economic growth than do developing 

countries that jump from peripheral, deserted areas.  

 

Even though researches based on industrial relatedness do not exclude the possibility that 

developing countries can reach the core area in the industry space, empirical studies are mostly 

centered on regional diversification in developed countries and highlight the key role of path-

dependence in the process of regional economic development. In some extreme cases, it is 
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impossible for developing countries to enter the core area, and the divergence between developed 

and developing countries persists due to the path-dependent development trajectories. Such a 

conclusion is quite pessimistic particularly for developing countries/regions, since it predicates 

too much on an assumption that regional diversification is affected or even confined by 

relatedness among industries, but pays less attention to whether or not countries/regions’ 

jumping capabilities in the uneven industry space can be changed.  

 

In this paper, we differentiate two types of new growth path creation—path-dependent 

and path breaking, and focus on the second type in order to examine how developing 

countries/regions can jump further in a more path-breaking way, so that the “confinement” of 

technological relatedness can be transcended. Based on China’s export data, this paper testifies 

that regions can jump further by investing in extra-regional linkages and internal innovation. Not 

only do these two sets of factors promote regions’ jumping capability and reduce regions’ 

reliance on industrial relatedness, but they also contribute to regions’ capability of maintaining a 

comparative advantage in these technologically distant and less related industries. In addition, 

different extra-regional linkages and internal innovation factors have affected path-breaking 

regional diversification to different extents in China, and these effects also vary across regions 

and industries.  

 

Empirically, this research seeks to find a brighter future for developing countries/regions 

in an increasingly competitive global economy by pointing out that the seemingly dominant 

path-dependent development trajectories can be broken through continuously improving 

infrastructure and education, providing government supports, and promoting the technology 

content of imports. In doing so, less developed regions may be able to catch up and jump from 

the peripheral, deserted areas further into the core, dense areas in the uneven industry 

space/network. 

 

Theoretical studies in EEG have long pointed out extra-regional linkages and internal 

innovation driven by purposeful actions of regional actors have the potential to bring in and 

generate fresh know-how and technologies that are less related to region’s existing productive 

structure, therefore may enable regions to dislodge path-dependence and develop in a more path-

breaking way. Empirical works based on case studies also testify this argument. This paper thus 

provides a quantitative research that is complementary to existing theoretical and qualitative 

studies. In addition, our research is based on recent studies (Boschma and Capone 2014a; 

Boschma, Minondo, and Navarro 2013; Neffke, Henning, and Boschma 2011), but asks 

questions from a different angle and includes some economic and institutional factors that have 

been left out in previous studies. Not only have we investigated the role of economic and 

institutional factors at the regional level, but we also explore the ways in which their impacts 

over path-breaking regional diversification vary across industries and regions. Finally, it is also 

pointed out that changes of economic and institutional factors also have long-lasting 

consequences on the process of industrial diversification, through comparing China’s regional 

economic development in two stages. 
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